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Abstract

We provide fast and accurate adaptive algorithms for the spatial resolution of current densities in MEG. We assume that vector
components of the current densities possess a sparse expansion with respect to preassigned wavelets. Additionally, different
components may also exhibit common sparsity patterns. We model MEG as an inverse problem with joint sparsity constraints,
promoting the coupling of non-vanishing components. We show how to compute solutions of the MEG linear inverse problem by
iterative thresholded Landweber schemes. The resulting adaptive scheme is fast, robust, and significantly outperforms the classical
Tikhonov regularization in resolving sparse current densities. Numerical examples are included.
c© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The aim of magnetoencephalography (MEG) is the analysis of brain functionality through the measurements of the
tiny magnetic fields generated by neuronal currents (see, for instance, [6] and the references therein). As a matter of
fact, since neuron cell functioning is mediated by electric currents, to understand brain functionality it is important to
gain knowledge about the current distribution within the head. Therefore, looking from the physics side, the final goal
of MEG is to accurately determine (in combination with other measurements, e.g., EEG) the current density flowing
within the volume of the head in the working human brain. Among the available functional imaging techniques, such
as Positron Emission Tomography (PET) or functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), MEG is a non-invasive
technique with a high temporal resolution, typically of the order of milliseconds [6]. For this reason MEG technology
appears particularly attractive. Nevertheless, the neuromagnetic field is only in the order of 10−13 T in magnitude, that
is more than one billion times smaller than the Earth’s steady magnetic field and about one million times smaller than
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the magnetic fields generated by even distant moving metal objects (e.g., cars and elevators) or electric power lines.
To successfully resolve the current density flowing within the brain it is mandatory to use low noise superconducting
magnetometers as well as sophisticated signal processing. In addition, the magnetic field measured externally of the
head has a poor spatial resolution – at present MEG devices have at most a few hundred sensors – and can be generated
by several possible current density configuration. Hence, the identification of a specific electric source configuration
from the measured distribution of magnetic fields is an ill-conditioned inverse problem, and one of the challenging
aspects of this technology. The main goal of this paper is to give an efficient and stable numerical scheme to compute
the solution of the MEG inverse problem assuming that the currents flowing in the brain satisfy a sparsity constraint.
In fact, according to Barlow [1], an important characteristic of sensory processing in the brain is the “redundancy
reduction”: the brain activity is represented as a sum of vectors of neurons, weighted by their activity, under the
assumption that only a small number of neuronal areas are activated at the same time. For this reason, the sparsity
assumption in the MEG model seems sufficiently realistic. Since our aim is to recover the current density, which
is a vector-valued function, the joint sparsity constraint introduced in [7] to reconstruct multichannel signals seems
particularly attractive.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the MEG inverse problem, which involves the
Biot–Savart operator, in a simplified geometry. In Section 3 we show how to transform the MEG problem into an
inverse problem with joint sparsity constraints. In Section 4 we present the algorithm for its solution and prove its
convergence. Section 5 is devoted to numerical implementation issues and examples.

2. The MEG inverse problem

The MEG inverse problem consists in deriving the current density J, flowing within the brain, from the measured
components of the neuromagnetic field outside the scalp.

To solve the inverse problem we need to introduce a model for the forward problem. The model is as follows.
For simplicity, we assume that the current sources are confined in a spherical region V0, centered at the origin.

Thus, the magnetic field B generated by the bioelectric current is given by the Biot–Savart law

B(x) := B(x, J) =
µ0

4π

∫
V0

J(y)× (x − y)

‖x − y‖
3
R3

d(y). (2.1)

We assume that the magnetic field is measured by sensors located on a surface ∂Ω external to the head where Ω ⊃ V0
is a sphere concentric to V0 with δ := dist(V0, ∂Ω) > 0. Thus, the extracellular currents flowing in the tissue
surrounding the neurons can be neglected and J is just the intracellular current flowing within the neurons (see [9] for
details).

The Biot–Savart operator B is known to have non-trivial kernel [8] since there exist infinitely many current densities
J which generate the same magnetic field. In addition, due to the fact that B is a compact operator, its generalized
inverse is unbounded.

A well-known technique to stabilize the inversion is by Tikhonov regularization, i.e., by minimizing the functional

Kα(J) := ‖B(·, J)− B0‖
2
2 + α‖J‖

2
2, α > 0,

where B0 is the observed magnetic field. The minimization has the unique solution

Jα := (αI + B∗B)−1B∗B0,

with the property that

lim
α→0

Jα ∈ ker(B)⊥,

and ‖B(·, Jα) − B0‖
2
2 is a non-decreasing function of α. However, J ∈ ker(B)⊥ cannot be a meaningful property for

our problem. Therefore, the use of a simple Tikhonov regularization will risk to reconstruct incorrect current densities,
while the sparsity assumption is more realistic.

Then we may assume that J = (J1, J2, J3)
T is a function with compact support which is the union of few local

disjoint compact volumes. By expanding the components of J with respect to a suitable basis of compactly supported
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functions Ψ = {ψλ : λ ∈ Λ} we may obtain the series

J` =

∑
λ∈Λ

j`λ ψλ, ` = 1, 2, 3, (2.2)

where only few coefficients j`λ are non-vanishing.
For later convenience we denote j := ( j1, j2, j3)T ∈ `2(Λ,R3), j` := ( j`λ)λ∈Λ ∈ `2(Λ,R), ` = 1, 2, 3.

Here, the index ` denotes the label for the vector components, λ denotes the basis index, and in the following
jλ := ( j1

λ , j2
λ , j3

λ )
T

∈ R3. In this situation we will say that J is sparsely represented by the basis elements Ψ .
The sparsity with respect to a basis can be indeed measured directly by the `p norm for 0 < p ≤ 1: the smaller

‖(jλ)λ∈Λ‖p :=

(∑
λ

(
‖jλ‖R3

)p

)1/p

is, the fewer non-vanishing coefficients we have.

3. The MEG problem with joint sparsity constraints

Now, let us describe the MEG inverse problem with joint sparsity constraints in detail.
The data g = (g1, . . . , gN )

T
∈ RN provided by MEG are the normal components Br of the magnetic field

measured at some points x1, . . . , xN ∈ ∂Ω . If er (x) is the radially oriented unit vector at a point x ∈ ∂Ω , then
Br (x, J) := B(x, J) · er (x) is given by

Br (x) := Br (x, J) =
µ0

4π

∫
V0

J(y)× (x − y) · er (x)

‖x − y‖
3
R3

d(y). (3.1)

This formula relates the radial component of the magnetic field directly to the current density J.
For a given current density J = (J1, J2, J3)

T we define the operator A : L2(V0; R3) → RN as

A J = (Br (x1, J), . . . , Br (xN , J))T ∈ RN . (3.2)

Now, by using in (3.1) the relation v × w · z = −z × w · v, holding for any v,w, z ∈ R3, it follows that the radial
component of the magnetic field at the sensor location xk ∈ ∂Ω is given by

Br (xk, J) =
µ0

4π

∫
V0

(
er (xk)× (y − xk)

‖y − xk‖
3
R3

)
· J(y) d(y)

=

3∑
`=1

µ0

4π

∫
V0

(
er (xk)× (y − xk)

‖y − xk‖
3
R3

)
`

J`(y) d(y)

=

3∑
`=1

A`,k J`, k = 1, . . . , N , (3.3)

where A`,k : L2(V0; R) → R is the operator

A`,k f :=
µ0

4π

∫
V0

(
er (xk)× (y − xk)

‖y − xk‖
3
R3

)
`

f (y) d(y), (3.4)

where f ∈ L2(V0; R).
Due to the assumption δ > 0, one can easily check that the operator A is bounded from L2(V0; R3) to RN .
Let us now assume that the space L2(V0; R) disposes of a stable wavelet basis {ψλ : λ ∈ Λ} [4,13]; in particular,

this means that there exist constants C1,C2 > 0 such that

C1‖ f ‖
2
L2(V0;R) ≤

∑
λ∈Λ

|〈 f, ψλ〉|
2

≤ C2‖ f ‖
2
L2(V0;R) (3.5)

for all f ∈ L2(V0; R).
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We do not enter into the details of these bases; we will just recall some of their useful properties: (i) the index
λ = (|λ|, k, e) encodes several different properties, respectively, the scale |λ|, the spatial location k ∈ R3, and the
wavelet label e; (ii) ∆λ := supp(ψλ), |∆λ| ∼ 2−|λ|; (iii)

∫
V0

yα ψλ(y) dy = 0, α = 0, . . . , d∗
∈ N; (iv) ψλ ∈ Cβ(V0);

(v) |ψλ| ≤ C 23/2|λ|. We refer to [13] for more details on the construction of multivariate wavelets.
Every component of a given J ∈ L2(V0; R3) can be decomposed in a stable way as

J` =

∑
λ∈Λ

j`λ ψλ, ` = 1, 2, 3. (3.6)

Let us denote by S : `2(Λ; R) → L2(V0; R) the synthesis operator

S u :=

∑
λ∈Λ

uλ ψλ, (3.7)

where u = (uλ)λ∈Λ ∈ `2(Λ; R). Due to the stability inequalities (3.5) the synthesis operator S is bounded.
We define the operator T`,k : `2(Λ; R) → R as

T`,k := A`,k S, (3.8)

so that

T`,k j` =

∑
λ∈Λ

j`λ

(
µ0

4π

∫
V0

(
er (xk)× (y − xk)

‖y − xk‖
3
R3

)
`

ψλ(y) d(y)

)
, (3.9)

and

(T j)k :=

3∑
`=1

T`,k j`, k = 1, . . . , N , (3.10)

where j is the sequence of the wavelet coefficients associated to the components of J.
Thus, the MEG inverse problem can be stated as follows.
Given a set of data g we would like to compute the wavelets coefficients j ∈ `2(Λ; R3) such that

T j ∼ g. (3.11)

As mentioned, we can assume that J ∈ L2(V0; R3) is a function with compact support which is the union of
few local disjoint compact volumes. Since ψλ are also compactly supported, only few non-vanishing coefficients
jλ = ( j1

λ , j2
λ , j3

λ )
T should be relevant to reconstruct J = Sj. Additionally, different components of J should be

assumed to be mutually correlated. A way to incorporate such correlation is the assumption of joint sparsity [12].
By this we mean that the pattern of non-zero coefficients representing J is (approximately) the same for all the
components, i.e.

J` ≈

∑
λ∈Λ0

j`λ ψλ, ` = 1, 2, 3, (3.12)

where Λ0 ⊂ Λ is the same finite set for all J`’s.
Thus, following [7], the solution of our problem can be modeled as the minimizer of the functional

J (q)θ,ρ,ω(j, v) := ‖T j − g‖
2
RN + Φ(q)(j, v), (3.13)

where

Φ(q)(j, v) :=

∑
λ∈Λ

vλ ‖jλ‖q +

∑
λ∈Λ

ωλ ‖jλ‖
2
2 +

∑
λ∈Λ

θλ(ρλ − vλ)
2, (3.14)

restricted to vλ ≥ 0. Here, (θλ)λ∈Λ, (ρλ)λ∈Λ, and (ωλ)λ∈Λ are some suitable positive parameter sequences. The task
is to minimize J (q)θ,ρ,ω(j, v) jointly with respect to both the variables j and v. The first belongs to the space of signals
(current densities) to be reconstructed, the second belongs to the space of sparsity indicator weights. We refer to [7]
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for a detailed description of this functional. Let us only emphasize that the minimization of the term Φ(q)(j, v) do
promote joint sparsity.

Observe that at the minimizer we will always have 0 ≤ vλ ≤ ρλ. Therefore, we can assume the domain of
J (q)θ,ρ,ω to be `2(Λ,R3) × `∞,ρ−1(Λ)+, where `∞,ρ−1(Λ)+ denotes the (convex) cone of all non-negative sequences
(vλ)λ∈Λ ∈ `∞,ρ−1(Λ).

4. An efficient numerical minimization

First, let us recall the convexity conditions for the functional J (q)θ,ρ,ω(j, v). For notational simplicity let us denote

J (q)θ,ρ,ω(j, v) just by J (j, v).

Proposition 4.1 ([7, Prop. 2.1]). Let q ∈ {1, 2,∞}. If ωλθλ ≥
φq
4 for all λ ∈ Λ, where φ1 = 3, and φ2 = φ∞ = 1,

then J is convex. In the case of a strict inequality ωλθλ >
φq
4 , J is strictly convex.

An algorithm for the minimization of J (j, v) is as follows. For some initial choice v(0), for example v(0) = (ρλ)λ∈Λ,
the algorithm for the computation of the minimizer (j∗, v∗) of the functional J (j, v) defined in (3.13) is given by

j(n+1)
:= arg min

j∈`2(Λ,R3)
J (j, v(n))

v(n+1)
:= arg min

v∈`
∞,ρ−1 (Λ)+

J (j(n+1), v)
n ≥ 0. (4.1)

The minimization of J (j, v(n−1)) with respect to j can be done by means of a fast thresholded Landweber algorithm,
similar to that presented in [5]. The minimizer v(n) of J (j(n), v) for fixed j(n) can be computed explicitly. Indeed, it
follows from elementary calculus that

v
(n)
λ =

ρλ −
1

2θλ
‖j(n)λ‖q , if ‖j(n)λ‖q < 2θλρλ,

0, otherwise.
(4.2)

From [7] we have the following result about the convergence of the above algorithm.

Theorem 4.2 ([7, Th. 3.1]). Let 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and assume that J is strictly convex (see Proposition 4.1). Moreover,
we assume that `2,ω1/2(Λ,R3) is embedded into `2(Λ,R3), i.e., there exists a constant γ such that ωλ ≥ γ > 0 for
all λ ∈ Λ. Then, the sequence (j(n), v(n))n∈N converges to the unique minimizer (j∗, v∗) ∈ `2(Λ,R3) × `∞,ρ−1(Λ)+
of J . The convergence of j(n) is weak in `2(Λ,R3) and that of v(n) holds componentwise.

For the most interesting cases q ∈ {1, 2,∞}, if, in addition, there exists a constant σ such that θλωλ ≥ σ > φq/4
for all λ ∈ Λ, where φ1 = 3, φ2 = φ∞ = 1, then the convergence of j(n) to j∗ is also strong in `2(Λ,R3) and v(n)−v∗

converges to 0 strongly in `2,θ (Λ).

To implement the algorithm above we need a method to approximate the solution of the minimization with respect
to the first variable j. To this end we introduce the thresholding operator.

Definition 4.3. Let 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and j ∈ `2(Λ; R3). We define the thresholding operator by(
U (q)
v,ω(j)

)
λ

:= (1 + ωλ)
−1S(q)vλ (jλ),

where

S(q)v (w) = arg min
z∈R3

‖z − w‖
2
2 + v‖z‖q , w ∈ R3. (4.3)

The operator S(q)v is given by

S(q)v (w) = x − Pq ′

v/2(w), (4.4)
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where Pq ′

v/2 denotes the orthogonal projection onto the norm ball of radius v/2 with respect to the dual norm of ‖ · ‖q ,
i.e., the ‖ · ‖q ′ -norm with q ′ denoting the dual index, 1/q + 1/q ′

= 1.

The explicit form of S(q)v for q = 1, 2,∞ and v ≥ 0 can be found in [7].
With the thresholding operator at hand the numerical scheme to compute j(n) is given by{

j(n,0) given

j(n,m+1)
:= U (q)

v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗g − T ∗T j(n,m)

)
m ≥ 0.

(4.5)

In [7, Theorem 4.9] it is shown that for a fixed v(n) the previous iteration is convergent in `2(Λ,R3) to the minimizer
j(n). Nevertheless, observe that each iteration involves an application of T ∗T and of the thresholding operator U (q)

v,ω.
The latter can be applied faster on finite sequences. Since in general T ∗T is represented as an infinite matrix, its
evaluation might not be exactly numerically implementable. In this paper we deal in fact with the case that Λ is
not finite and, in order to realize fast and convergent schemes also in this situation, we need an algorithm for the
approximate evaluation of infinite matrices. This can be done following the techniques given in [2,3,10,11]. This issue
will be addressed in detail in a forthcoming paper. For now, we assume that we have the following procedure APPLY
at our disposal:

• APPLY[ε,N , j] → jε: determines for N ∈ L(`2(Λ,R3)) and for a finitely supported j ∈ `2(Λ,R3) a finitely
supported jε such that

‖N j − jε‖`2(Λ,R3) ≤ ε; (4.6)

Moreover, in the following we can assume without loss of generality that T ∗g is also a finitely supported vector. We
want to substitute the exact iteration (4.5) with the following inexact one

j(n,m+1)
:= U (q)

v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗g − APPLY

[
ε(n,m)

K
, T ∗T, j(n,m)

])
. (4.7)

For a suitable choice of the approximations ε(n,m) > 0 and for the constant K > 0 large enough, we derive a fully
implementable and convergent scheme. In the following we assume without loss of generality that ‖T ‖ < 1 which is
always achievable by suitable rescaling of T and g.

Proposition 4.4. Assume that ωλ ≥ γ > 0 for all λ ∈ Λ and ‖T ‖ < 1. Let us denote α := (1 + γ )−1( 1
K + ‖I −

T ∗T ‖) < 1 for K > 0 large enough, and

j(n,∞)
:= U (q)

v(n),ω

(
j(n,∞)

+ T ∗(g − T j(n,∞))
)
.

If ‖j(n,∞)
− j(n,m)‖2 ≤ ε(n,m) and ε(n,m+1)

:= αε(n,m) < ε(n,m), then

j(n,m+1)
:= U (q)

v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗g − APPLY

[
ε(n,m)

K
, T ∗T, j(n,m)

])
is such that

‖j(n,∞)
− j(n,m+1)

‖2 ≤ ε(n,m+1). (4.8)

Proof. By non-expansiveness of S(q)v (see [7, Lemma 4.4] and its proof) we obtain

‖j(n,∞)
− j(n,m+1)

‖2 ≤

∥∥∥U (q)
v(n),ω

(
j(n,∞)

+ T ∗(g − T j(n,∞))
)

− U (q)
v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗(g − T j(n,m))

)∥∥∥
2

+

∥∥∥∥∥U (q)
v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗(g − T j(n,m))

)
−U (q)

v(n),ω

(
j(n,m) + T ∗g − APPLY

[
ε(n,m)

K
, T ∗T, j(n,m)

])∥∥∥∥∥
2
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Fig. 1. Left: Compressed matrix T ∗T associated to the Biot–Savart operator in 2D, i.e., B(x, j) :=
∫

V0
(x−y)⊥

‖(x−y)⊥‖
2
R2

j (y)dy, with respect to

Daubechies wavelets with d∗
= 4 vanishing moments. We retain only the entries which exceed 10−6. Only the 5.97% of the matrix is non-zero.

Right: 2D model of MEG. Sensors are distributed on a semicircle around the area where current densities are distributed.

≤

(∑
λ∈Λ

(1 + ωλ)
−2

‖S(q)vλ (j
(n,∞)

+ T ∗(g − T j(n,∞))λ)− S(q)vλ (j
(n,m)

+T ∗(g − T j(n,m))λ)‖2
2

)1/2

+ sup
λ∈Λ

(1 + ωλ)
−1 ε

(n,m)

K

≤ sup
λ∈Λ

(1 + ωλ)
−1

(
‖(I − T ∗T )(j(n,∞)

− j(n,m))‖2 +
ε(n,m)

K

)

≤ (1 + γ )−1

(
ε(n,m)

K
+ ‖I − T ∗T ‖ ‖j(n,∞)

− j(n,m)‖2

)
≤ ε(n,m+1).

This establishes the claim. �

Let q ∈ {1, 2,∞}. Assume that θλωλ ≥ σ > φq/4 for all λ ∈ Λ, where φ1 = 3, φ2 = φ∞ = 1, implying that
J (j, v) is strictly convex (see Proposition 4.1). Moreover, let us assume that ωλ ≥ γ > 0 for all λ ∈ Λ. Suppose
‖T ‖ < 1 resulting in ‖I − T ∗T ‖ ≤ 1. Denote

β := sup
λ∈Λ

φq

4θλωλ + 4θλ(1 − ‖I − T ∗T ‖)
≤
φq

4σ
< 1. (4.9)

With this previous result and notations, we formulate the fully implementable and convergent scheme.

Theorem 4.5. The algorithm reads as follows. We fix the initial sequences j(0) = j(0,0) = 0 ∈ `2(Λ,R3), v(0) with

0 ≤ v
(0)
λ ≤ ρλ, ε(0) :=

√
J (0,v(0))

γ
. Under the assumptions and notations so far considered, for all n ∈ N we choose

Ln ∈ N such that αLn + β < 1, and we denote j(n+1,0)
:= j(n+1)

:= j(n,Ln), ε(n+1,0)
:= ε(n+1)

:= (αLn + β)ε(n).
Then the algorithm converges strongly and in particular we have

‖j(n,0) − j∗‖2 ≤ ε(n).
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Fig. 2. In the first column we illustrate some fictitious spatially localized (sparse) current densities as in the 2D model of Fig. 1. In the second
column we illustrate the result of the reconstruction due to our algorithm for suitable choices of the parameters. The third column shows
the corresponding reconstruction due to Tikhonov regularization. The use of JOINTSPARSE significantly outperforms the classical Tikhonov
regularization, improving the spatial resolution of the current densities.

Proof. We prove the statement by induction. We have

‖j(0,0) − j∗‖2
2 = ‖j∗‖2

2 ≤

∑
λ

ωλ‖j∗λ‖
2
2

γ
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≤
J (j∗, v∗)

γ
≤
J (0, v(0))

γ
= (ε(0))2.

Assume then that ‖j(n−1,0)
− j∗‖2 ≤ ε(n−1).

From Proposition 4.4 and [7, Proposition 5.4] we have

‖j(n,0) − j∗‖2 ≤ ‖j(n,0) − j(n−1,∞)
‖2 + ‖j(n−1,∞)

− j∗‖2

≤ αLn−1ε(n−1)
+ β‖j(n−1,0)

− j∗‖2

≤

(
αLn−1 + β

)
ε(n−1)

= ε(n).

This concludes the proof. �

5. Numerical implementation

A straightforward computation shows that

(
T ∗T j

)
λ,`

=

∑
µ∈Λ

3∑
m=1

(
N∑

k=1

(A`,k ψλ)(Am,kψµ)

)
jm
µ , λ ∈ Λ, ` = 1, 2, 3. (5.1)

Let us denote byM the matrix associated to T ∗T in wavelet coordinates whose entries are (M)(λ,`),(µ,m) := (
∑N

k=1
(A`,kψλ)(Am,kψµ)). With similar arguments as in [10, Lemma 8.1] we can show that

|M(λ,`),(µ,m)| ≤ C2−(|λ|+|µ|)(3/2+d∗
+1)

×


N dist(Ωλ,Ωµ)−(d

∗
+3) dist(Ωλ,Ωµ) > 0

N∑
k=1

(dist(xk,Ωλ) dist(xk,Ωµ))−(d
∗
+3) otherwise,

where d∗ is the number of vanishing moments of the wavelets. These latter estimates allow for the formulation of an
efficient APPLY routine (compare [10, Section 8]). In Fig. 1 we show the compressibility properties of the matrixM
for the corresponding 2D model of the Biot–Savart inversion. Fig. 2 shows some numerical results and the comparison
with the classical Tikhonov regularization. The 2D model corresponds to the 3D situation where the current densities
are furthermore constrained to be vectors oriented along the orthogonal axis to the plane where the 2D magnetic
field lies on, J(x1, x2, x3) = (0, 0, j (x1, x2)). Of course, this model does not represent a realistic situation. However,
despite its simplicity, it exhibits all the interesting mathematical and numerical features of the more general 3D case,
and it is simple to implement.
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